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PUBLISHER Terrence McCann

But of all those, there are only six books

VIEWPOINT

TOASTMASTER

EDITOR Suzanne Frey
ASSOCIATE EDITOR Janet Whitcomb

that 1 find indispensable as a speaker. They are:
1. A good dictionary

ART DIRECTOR Tina Forssten

TYPESETTER Susan Campbell

2."The Complete Works of Shakespeare"
3. A Chain Reference Bible, King James Version
4. Bartletts Quotations

LANGUAGE IS
A SPEAKER'S
TOOL

Tl OFFICERS

5. Brewers Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, and
6. Smedley's "Personally Speaking"
What is a good dictionary? Mine is
Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary of the En

AND DIREaORS

Founder Dr. Ralph C. Smedley,
(1878-1965)
OFFICERS

glish Language. 1 find it quite adequate and

hvsident Jock Gillespie, DTM

I've been consulting it almost daily tor some

P.O. Box 1497

time. 1 like what Dr. Samuel Johnson had to

Conodo R3C 2Z4

Winnipeg Monitoba
Senior Vice President Bennie E. Bough, DTM
4607 Ordinary Court

say about Dictionaries: "Dictionaries are like
watches; the worst is better than none, and
"With more than half a
million words in the language,

you will do very well if you

Annandole VA 22003

the best cannot be expected to go quite true."

Second Vice President Neil R. Wilkinson, DTM

10711 Beorspaw Drive E.

Choose your own.

Edmonton Alberta
Canada T6J 5E1

"The Complete Shakespeare" - What better
source tor quotes than this master of the English

understand so much as five per
cent of them. Anyone who
knows ten percent is in the Su
perman class.
"But if you do not have a

language? Looking tor a clever tum on a phrase?
Shakespeare's bound to have an articulate char

fair understanding of at least

given aedit tor saying things that really belong

Third Vice President Pauline Shirley, DTM
501 Woodshire Lane
Herndon VA 22070

Immediate Post President A. Edward Bick, DTM

7172 Grantham Way
Cincinnati OH 45230

acter succinctly addressing your subject. In tact,
Shakespeare is quoted so often that he is often

Executive Director

Toastmasters International
P.O. Box 9052

Mission Viejo CA 92690

fifteen thousand words, you are to others.
under a handicap when you
A Thompson Chain Reference Bible - King
read or listen, for much ofwhat James Version - You can find any verse in the
is said will go right past you." Bible quickly with this reference source.
Dr. Ralph Smedley
Bartlett's Quotations - An absolute must tor
Personally Speaking(1964) any speaker. It contains such a wide and infi
nite variety of quotes that it is almost impos
■ All Toastmasters should be
sible to exhaust them. You can find any quote
familiar with Dr. Smedley's in less than two minutes.
book Personally Speaking. If
Brewers Dictionary of Phrase and Fable you are not, I would Contains any reference to table, Norse, Greek
recommend that you get a

copy and become thoroughly
acquainted with it.
Dr. Smedley was a mas
ter with words, with turning

a phrase. To be a good pub
lic speaker, you need to mas
ter the language. Language
is a speaker's tool. Words are

to a speaker what color is to
a painter.

In my library, 1 have sev

Terrence J. McCann

Secretary-Treasurer Frank Chess
Toastmasters International
P.O. Box 9052

Mission Viejo CA 92690
DIREaORS

Carol Bloir, DTM Ginger I. Kane, DTM
R.R. #2

Millet Alberta
Canada TOC IZO

3921 Almondwood Court
Concord CA 94519

Michael E. Martin, DTM

Evelyn-Jane Burgay, DTM 6707 Shore Island Drive
2335 Alpine Avenue Indianapolis IN 46220
Sarasota PL 34239

Dorothy O. Chapman, DTM
1222 San Juan
La Junta CO 81050

and Roman myths, Latin and Greek phrases.
Great tor quick reading anywhere, anytime.
You can always pick up great speech tacts with

Richard L. Peterson, DTM
1549 Arona Street

St. Paul, MN 55108

Frank Poyet, DTM

Terry Doily, DTM 1328 Boorich Circle
17 Lawson Drive Las Vegas NV89110
Chatham Ontario Larry J. Prickeft, DTM
Canada N7L 2R1

9740 Alfaree Road

Dick Foth, DTM Richmond VA 23237

a ten minute read.

9100 Ashmeade Drive Denny Sounders, DTM
Fairfax VA 22032 2517 S. Columbia Avenue

Personally Speaking - A variety of quotes
from Dr.Smedley. Very inspired writings from

Lloyd A. Gavin, DTM Tulsa, OK 74114
1213 Cedarbrook Way Richard A. Skinner, DTM
Sacramento CA 95831-4405 Waters, Div. of Millipore Corp.

the founder of Toastmasters International. A

must tor every Toastmaster. Great tor quotes,
especially when speaking in the club.
There you are, fellow Toastmasters. Want to

enhance your art and cleverly tum phrase? These
six books will carry you through many speeches.

eral thousand books. 1 have

i

Jon R. Greiner, DTM
821 Kleemonn Drive
Clinton IL 61727

34 Maple St.
Milfora MA 01757

Sandy Vogele, DTM

Len W. Jury, DTM 2367 Chickasaw Street
Box 4400

Auckland
New Zealand

Cincinnati OH 45219

Alan Whyte, DTM
41429 Paseo Padre Parkway
Fremont, CA 94539

well over one hundred books

on public speaking, plus doz
ens of joke books, quote
books and also plenty of per

JACK GILLESPIE, DTM

sonal diaries.

International President
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LETTERS
IT'S BEST ONCE A WEEK

VIDEO REQUEST

FORGET WALDO —WHERE'S

Laura A. Reinsimar's "Is Your

Congratulations on an overall

THE INDEX?

for addressing high school
students and proper makeup

Club Getting Too Big?" in the
July issue was right on target.
Any time a duh exceeds 40
members, it imperils the
participation of its entire
membership.
One point not mentioned
by Reinsimar is the practice,

superb video tape, "Meeting
Excellence." It was crisp, to
the point, and interesting. 1
suggest that in the future
more emphasis be placed on
evaluation; perhaps a special
tape could be geared to new
members, while also serving as

1 very much enjoyed the

for women.

latest (August) issue of The

which some duhs follow, of

a reinforcement for veterans.

When 1 had major sur
gery a few years ago, 1
wouldn't let my pastor nor
my best friend visit me in
the hospital until 1 felt well
enough to attach my eye
lashes. Surely, 1 would he un
comfortable addressing a
group of strangers or friends
without them, just as 1 sus
pect many men would be

meeting every other week.
One of the new clubs in our

MARSHALL LEWIS, CTM
FEDERAL CENTER SW CLUB 651 -27

their icebreakers. Meanwhiie,

if only icebreakers are sched
uled, members won't progress
in their speaking skills.
New clubs are especially
vulnerable when two-week

gaps exist between meetings.
In addition, biweekly meet
ings iimit member participa
tion in speech contests.
1 urge all of those sponsor
ing new ciubs and serving as
mentors to do everything
they can to ensure that meet
ings are held weekly.

As a woman in the corpo
SPEAKERS

and mustaches.

issue, "Clothes Make the

very aware of the importance
of image. 1 was delighted to
see an articie on image as it

Toastmaster," conveyed a
message 1 hope more Toast-

relates to Toastmasters, and

place when addressing high

especially as the cover story! 1

school students. However,

masters will heed. 1 also

have found that audiences are

some day those folks will need

enjoyed the Letters to the
Editor on judging speech

greatly affected by the "pres

to face the fact that the work

ence" and "attitude" of the

ing world may expect a pol
ished appearance. Who bet

The article in your August

The article states that a
business suit would be out of

contests. As one who has

speaker, and this can make

judged many times over the
past five years, 1 personally
feel Toastmasters needs to put

the content of the speech re
ally hit home.Thanks for this

ter to illustrate this than a

reminder.

out better or more materials

The articles on research

These points aside, 1 am
so glad that the topic of ap
pearance was addressed. Since
the cluh 1 belong to meets in
the evening, members seem

on speech contest judging.
LUCILLE MAYER, ATM
RHINELANDER AREA 3675-35

RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN

1 am writing to express my
gratitude and appreciation to

DOWNSIZING

Toastmasters International for

Our club will soon number

the July issue about a club
getting too big really hit home
and has prompted us to con
sider downsizing.

the fine educational program 1
have enjoyed as a member of
this organization for more than
six years. Toastmasters has not
only given me the ability to
speak in front of an audience,
but my shyness — which was a
menace to my personal life for
many years — has gradually
been over come. Any organ
ization that can give a person a
fresh outlook on life is worthy
of special recognition.

JIM BUTLER, ATM

MARK F. DE CESARE, ATM

FAIRLAWN CLUB 2803-10

HUNTINGTON 1964-46

FAIRLAWN, OHIO

MASSAPEQUA, NEW YORK
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uncomfortable if made to

dispense with toupees, heards

ARTICLE PROVOKES

4

covered in the next issue 1

rate world, 1 have become

SHY NO LONGER

Laura Reinsimar's article in

1 need to learn about are

WANTS WELL-DRESSED

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

60 members. Every guest loves
us and joins. However, many
among the 30 to 40 who
gather every Tuesday morn
ing never get a chance to
speak and eventually stay
away. Our loss... theirs too.

though you are following
my Toastmasters deveiopment personally, because
invariably the very subjects

receive!

PETER H. GERNS, ATM
QUEEN CITY CLUB 1420-37

of valuable and interesting
information. It seems as

WASHINGTON, D. C.

district has 24 members, if it

persists in meeting every
other week, months will pass
before everyone has delivered

Toastmaster. Each issue is full

were very informative. 1 ran
to my local bookstore and
picked up some of the refer
ences suggested in Joe Arm
strong's article. As 1 read
through his article and got to
the part on magazine indexes,
though, it hit me — does the
Toastmaster magazine have
an index available?
DIANE LYBBERT, CTM
BELL HELICOPTER LOGISTICS CLUB 7266-25

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Editor's Note: You'll find an
annual index of magazine
articles in the back of each
December issue.

Toastmaster?

to think that it is a time to

"kick back" and appear in
grubbies. 1 feel that any mem
ber attired in a pair of shorts
should be preparing a Boy
Scouts speech to be delivered
campside.
Am 1 wrong to feel slightly
insulted by the member who
finally arrived in suit and tie
one evening, only to inform
us that he was going on to an
"important meeting"?
It reminds me of the bride

who went through the church
ceremony with curlers in her
LOST WITHOUT LASHES

1 wish to question two points

hair so she would "look nice

for the reception."

mentioned in Don Johnson's

timely article, "Clothes Make
the Toastmaster": proper dress

HELEN MARIE CARLSON, ATM
ROSALAND 4202-12

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA

MY

TURN

THE LIMITS OF LANGUAGE
by S.I. Hayakawa

''Words are so much
more than

descriptions of
experience; they ore
evaluations of hov/
v/e think."

"I promise you a hamburger next Tuesday." But
it doesn't mean a thing to him because Tues
day, New Year's Day, birthdays or April — exist

stractions—free enterprise, government inter

only in language or they don't exist at all.

ting much more specific.
Hence, we have unexamined key words in
our thought processes. And by creating the
illusion of meaning where no meaning exists,
we run the risk of misdirecting your thoughts.

THOUGHTS BEHIND WORDS

When semanticists talk about language they're
referring to the entire complex — first, of how
people talk, whether their language is specific
or general, descriptive, inferential or
judgmental. Secondly, they're referring to the
attitudes people have toward their own
utterances—whether dogmatic,open-minded,
rigid or flexible — because words are so much

more than descriptions of experience; they
are evaluations of how we think. And the way
we evaluate is inextricably bound up with the
way we talk — not only to others, but to
ourselves.

The behavior school of psychology asserts
that all thought is subvocal speech. Certainly,
at least most thought consists of talking to
■ The world we live in is

created by the language we
speak. 1 often used to say In
my freshman semantics
classes: "Suppose you and
your little dog just crossed
the border into Canada. Try
to tell the dog what just
happened."

oneself silently. And if our spoken evaluations
are hasty and ill-considered, our unspoken
ones are likely to be even more so.
For example,a man says,"1 don't like fish."
There are many, many different kinds of fish
and many, many ways of preparing them. But
he still says, "1 don't like fish." So he even
avoids clams and lobsters, which are no more

related to fish than snails are to partridges.

reality. You leave the juris
diction of Washington and
Albany and you enter the

Now, perhaps you may think this is a trivial
example, but don't all prejudices work in ex
actly this way —whether they are racial, na
tional, ideological, religious or occupational?

jurisdiction of Ottawa and

We have all kinds of attitudes frozen into

To us it's an enormous

Toronto. The dog doesn't
know a thing about it. He's
crossed the same border

you've crossed, but that bor
der doesn't exist for him.

Why? Because it's linguisti
cally created, and dogs don't
have language.
You can talk to a very, very
intelligent dog and say.

vention in business, etc. No one will know

what you're talking about until you start get

SEMANTIC REACTIONS

In short, language — to be language — must
have a meaning. And meanings are not "out
there." Meanings are semantic reactions that
exist in people. A language doesn't exist just
for sounds and spellings - it is the whole
repertory of reactions that the sounds and
spellings produce in those who speak and
understand the language.
If 1 tell you a dirty story in Hindustani and
you don't understand Hindustani, 1 haven't
told a dirty story. You've got to have the
capacity to react.

As Alfred Korzybski, the father of general
semantics, said, "A language, any language,
has at its bottom certain metaphysics, which
ascribe, consciously or unconsciously, some
sort of structure to the world....We do not

realize what tremendous power the structure
of an habitual language has...it enslaves us
through the mechanism of semantic reactions
and...is automatically projected upon the
world around us."

words that trigger a reaction in us — "1 just

The problem of education, as well as indi
vidual enlightenment, is to overthrow this
tyranny of words by learning to look beyond
the words, beyond the ideologies, beyond the
rhetoric to the ultimate realities in society—

can't stand women's clubs," "You know how
taxi drivers are," and so on.

are about. o

all those nonverbal realities which all words

There are the ideologically muscle-bound
who don't like the profit system, whether it

S.L Hayakawa,a former United States senator

manifests itself in a corner newsstand or Gen

from California and a noted semanticist,

eral Motors. Others reject government inter

received Toastmasters' Golden Gavel award

vention in business, no matter what kind of
intervention and what kind of business or for

in 1973. The above comments are excerpts
from a speech the Senator gave in New York

what purpose. That is, these are great big ab

on May 18, 1977.
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"WAT
APPENED
TOTE
LETTER
AlCH?"
By Hank Lajoie, DTM

■ AS I SAT THROUGH A WARM AND YOOMID

DICTIONARY SOLVES DILEMMA

day, pondering the difficulties of yooman
survival during periods of hot, sultry

Dictionaries do not normally fall into a
classification that could even remotely be
considered casual reading. Pity. It's there that

weatljer, listening to yoomorous local TV
weatherpersons expounding on the causes

DROPPING V

FROM A WORD
IS A FAR FROM

Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary of

I was struck with the realization that the

the English Language that one will find in the
second listing under H:
"H. the sound of H or h, phonetically a
rough breathing (aspirate): in English, a glot
tal fricative in which the glottis gradually nar
rows toward the position for voicing the fol

letter H had disappeared from some of our
words.

When Winston Churchill referred to "an

'istoric event," it was viewed not as a trans

IMPRESSIVE

SPEAKING HABIT.

gression against proper pronunciation, but
merely as an accepted British idiosyncrasy im
posed upon the language by royalty, and com
monly accepted in England as "the King's

initial h is silent."

specificallyj its impact on the eighth letter of
the alphabet. 1 view "common usage" as a
lame excuse for poor language use and sloppy

its proper use in speech. Alas, such is not the

articulation.

school teachers in Woonsocket, Rhode Island,

When silent, as in honor, the definition

shows the first syllable spelling as on. When
not silent, as in historic, the first syllable spell
ing includes the letter h. It would seem that,
from this, there should be little doubt about
case.

When 1 was a young man, one of my high

referred to my speech pattern as Bostadian—a

that in the case of the letter H, some people

blend of Bostonian and Canadian-French.

drop it from a word because it sounds "im
pressive." Others maintain that the problem

She, unlike me, was a language purist and
instilled in me a desire to speak the language
as intended by Noah Webster. Though criti
cized for his original work by his English con
temporaries, Noah Webster has long been
accepted as the American authority on the
English language.

lies not in the letter H itself, but in the article

preceding it. That is, a speaker will use an
instead of the proper a before a word begin

ning with H i— thus the everpopular, "an
'istoric event."!
THE TOASTMASTER / NOVEMBER 1991

lowing vowel while the tongue and lips as
sume the position for articulating it; in many
words originally from French,as honor, honest,

English."
That tlie practice has become so commori
with American speakers, however, can't be so
easily excused. It is my purpose to expose the
folly of something commonly referred to as
common usage in the English language and,

Some of my colleagues in education admit

6

the dilemma of the H is resolved. It's in

and probable duration of the high yoomidity,

IL

h

OUR OBLIGATION

As Toastmasters, we have several obligations
to our audiences. Surely,foremost among them
is our proper use of the language. The very fact
that we stand at the lectern tends to give us a

degree of credibility and integrity which is
justifiable, unless we do or say something that
tends to indicate that we don't deserve it.

In order to meet that obligation of proper
language, it's incumbent on Toastmasters to
reject those things that sound acceptable be
cause we hear them so often, and work toward

what is (and always has been) the proper pro
nunciation of the words in the language.
Perhaps the abuse of the letter H is not that
significant to many of us. Surely, the abuses are
so common as to seem acceptable and,therefore,
could be too great a problem to attempt to re
solve. Then again, if we who are engaged in the
pursuit of effective speech communication don't
at least try to initiate the needed changes, who
should? Indeed, who will? O
REGIONAL ACCENTS HINDER H

'As Toastmasters,
we have several

Since I was raised in the Salem-Peabody areas

Hank Lajoie, DTM, is a member of Utica

of Massachusetts, the son of French-Canadian

Toastmasters Club 1271-65 in Rowe,New York.
He is the owner of Communicor, a business

parents, my speech was an interesting
combination of the two unique accents. In
working to improve my speech, the letter H
gave me the greatest difficulty. In the French-

communications consulting firm.

FREE!! Trial Newsletter

Canadian accent, the H is often heard when it

from Speech Makers^"

shouldn't be, and isn't heard when it should

obligations to our

be. After many months of reading aloud,
paying careful attention to H, I finally
overcame that concern.

oudiences. Surely,

foremost omong
them is our

proper use of the
longuoge."

Therefore, I find myself involuntarily cring
ing when I hear the current abuses of the
letter H. The very things for which I was chas
tised years ago are now too-common utter
ances by guest speakers, journalists, sports-

New and practical public
speaking ideas to put into
action immediately!
•Overcome communication obstacles
• Gain self confidence

•Aspire to a professional level
This eight page, bi-monthly newsletter
is packed with information to help you
develop excellent speaking skills.

casters and (heaven forbid) Toastmasters.

Each newsletter includes effective

Furthermore, I experience a gutwrenching
panic when I think that through common
usage, this despicable practice (sorry about
the evident bias) will require further edit
ing of dictionaries to show such pronuncia
tions as istorkal, yooman, yoomor, yoomid

speaking techniques, useful resources
and features successful professional
speakers.

and others.

It was bad enough to hear an accom
plished Toastmaster refer to us as members
of the yooman race, but when a well-known
sportscaster announced that the Yooston Oil
ers failed to qualify for a playoff berth, I
cried. Not that I'm a Houston Oilers fan,
mind you, it was Yooston that got to me. Old
Sam Houston himself would have been hurt,

□ Yes, please send me an introduc
tory issue (enclosed is $1.50 for
postage & handling.

□ Yes, I want to order a one-year
subscription for $24.95 ($19.95 if
ordered before December 1, 1991).
Name
Address

City

State

Zip_

Make checks payable to;

@

Speech Makers, Inc.
P.O. Box 3182

Davenport, IA 52808

I'm sure.
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The original meaning of
popular expressions.
By Richard Bauman
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f hen the bet is lost, and you have to eat your hat, there's

no reason to flip your wig. After all, that's infinitely better than
getting beat to a pulp.

Colorfui, graphic expressions describing daiiy events and
common occurrences were used by coionial Americans de

cades before the American Revolution. Amazingiy, many of
those exciamations have survived the past 200-pius
years. Although the meanings of some sayings
have changed, many have survived pretty

even though they aren't dearly stated. In pre-revoiution
America, that phrase had a somewhat different meaning.
in those days paper was an expensive commodity. A few
sheets cost as much as a day's wages. Additionally, only one
side of each sheet of paper was smooth enough to write on.
When someone did splurge and buy a sheet or two of paper,
he usually had a iot to write.

Letters were started at the top of the page,
and when the page was full, it was turned
upside-down so the bottom of the

much intact.

Neariy everybody has used the
expression, "good night, sieep
tight." But what does that
reaiiy mean? A iot of peopie
think it means the per
son shouid puli the biankets up good and tight
to stay warm through
the night. Actuaiiy,

letter became the top of the page.
The writer then continued the

letter by writing between the
lines. It required keen vi
sion to read between the

h

lines and understand

everything that was
mt

*

In colonial times it

sleep tight originally
had nothing to do
with keeping warm.

CTOwded into the letter.

was considered high
fashion, by both men

-

r

and women, to wear

In coioniai times
•vKJsr

the straw or feather
mattresses on beds

were suspended by thick
ropes from the bed frame.
To assure the mattress

didn't sag during the night,
the ropes had to be tightened
with a huge, key-iike tooi before
the person ciimbed into bed. Thus,

sleep tight referred to making the bed
firm and comfortabie so that a good night's
sieep couid be attained.

Beat to a pulp has an aimost brutai ring to it, and easiiy
conjures up visions of someone being puiverized in a fist

fight. Originaily there was nothing awesome about this phrase,
however. It described part of the paper-making process in
coioniai times.

The main ingredients in paper two centuries ago were
water, linen rags and worn-out clothes, in order to turn the

material into paper, the rags and garments were soaked in
water for several days. Then the pieces of cloth were iiteraiiy
beaten with stone or iron implements until the cloth was

broken down into fibers and then further reduced to pulp.
When someone can read between the lines, we mean that

she is perceptive enough to find the real meaning in things

wigs. These head
pieces were uncom
fortable, costly status
symbols. Wigs were
generally made from ei
ther goat hair, horse hair

or human hair. Wigs fash
ioned from human hair were

superior to those made from ani
mal hair. But regardless of mate
rial, the larger a wig, the more it cost.
Tail, full wigs were owned only by the
wealthiest and most influential individuals. Then,

as today, a big wig was an important person, if a wig was poor
fitting and came off at an inopportune time, it was said that
the wearer had flipped his wig, which was highly embarrassing.
Likewise, having someone pull the wool over your eyes was a
common prank where a person's wig was pulled forward over
his face so he couldn't see what was going on.That expression
is stiii used and essentially stiii means the same thing.
Today, if someone says, i'ii eat my hat, it brings to mind the
vision of a person taking a bite out of the brim of his best head
covering. But in coioniai times it had nothing to do with
trying to digest a mouthful of flannel.
Two hundred years ago sugar was a rare and expensive
item, it was sold in small cone-shaped packages that were
THE TOASTMASTER / NOVEMBER 1991

commonly called "sugar hats." When "I'll eat my hat" was
exclaimed, it might have meant that the person was in for a

that they would be more sporting, it was a common practice
to drag a red herring across the path on which the hounds

costly but not necessarily unpleasant experience.
One of the many things that precipitated the American
Revolution was excessive taxes imposed on the colonies. King

were pursuing the fox. The scent of the herring was signifi
cantly stronger than that of the fox. The dogs would lose the
fox's scent and start following the herring instead. By the
time the dogs were put back on the right track, the fox had a

George apparently felt that the colonies were a bottomless
money pit. All sorts of things were taxed, including door

substantial lead.

A special day is often deemed a red-letter
day. Today the phrase usually means a
day something extraordinary hap
pened. And to a degree that's origi
nally what it meant. Church

knobs and even certain games of amusement.
In the colonies they played a game
similar to bowling, only it was called

nine-pins. King George slapped a
tax on every game played. The
Americans were angered by
this, to say the least. In re
taliation they modified
nine-pins by adding one
more pin— the kingpin.
The kingpin, of
course, is today called
the headpin in bowl
ing, or the number
one pin. In the 1700s,

calendars, almanacs and

prayerbooks commonly
had holidays and saints'
days printed in red. Be
ing special days, they
were red-letter days.
The term bootleg
ger became a house
hold word during the

■

1920s and '30s when

prohibition was the
law of the land. Any
one who made illegal
liquor was called a boot
legger. But the term
didn't originate in that era.

the addition of the

kingpin not only
stopped the taxes on
the game, it also gave

C-

outlet to the frustration
that Americans felt toward

British rule. When they
played ten-pins, they always
aimed for the kingpin.
Certainly all of the unusual fig
ures of speech we use didn't originate
in the 13 colonies. We can thank the Brit

ish Navy of the 1700s, for instance, for giving us
the term slush fund.
Slush is actually an old word meaning "refuse." In the
British Navy, slush consisted of grease, animal fat, and other
waste materials from the galley of ships. A clever sailor came

In the 1800s it became

illegal to sell whiskey to
American Indians, because some
m

people believed it caused them to
go on rampages. This didn't stop some
unscrupulous white men from turning an
illegal dollar. To smuggle whiskey past army offi
cials, these men simply hid bottles of liquor in the high tops
of their boots. Hence they were bootleggers.
In the early days of railroading, locomotives were steam

powered and frequently had to have water added to their

up with the idea of collecting the slush and selling it. The
money the slush brought was used to help enlisted men who

every 50 miles or so, to enable the engines to easily take on

were short of funds.

water.

We've all heard the term red herring used to describe some
thing that is misleading, or works as a diversion. It is an

In the larger towns,there was always someone available to
position the water spout over the engine and fill the boiler. In

expression that dates to the late 1600s and the fox hunts that

the smaller and more remote areas, the train's fireman had to

were such great fun for English noblemen.
A red herring is a fish that has been heavily smoked, and

do the job himself. He usually had to grab a rope attached to
the spout and pull it into position. At the same time he had to
jerk on another rope to start the water flowing. It didn't take

has an overpowering odor. In order to prolong fox hunts, so
10
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boilers. Water towers were erected beside the railroad tracks

long, at least among railroad men, for small towns in the
middle of nowhere to become known as jerkwater towns.
Nearly everybody has heard and recited the nursery rhyme,
"The Mouse And The Clock:"

a period of time. To keep the wood moist, and the clocks
accurate, the inner workings were lubricated with animal fat,
or lard. This worked remarkably well, but began another
problem — mice.
The scent of animal fat would attract the little rodents,

Hickory, dickory dock!
The mouse ran up the clock;

Few people know, however, that that little poem is based
on a common occurrence in colonial America. Mice actually
did get into clocks.
Clocks made entirely from wood were common in the

who would find their way into these clocks and ruin them by
gnawing on the wooden parts in order to get the animal fat.
To keep the mice out of the clocks, loud chimes would
sound each time they struck the hour or half-hour. This, in
turn, would scare away any mice in a clock.
Virtually every culture has its pet phrases and expressions.
Some endure for hundreds of years, as these have, and others
vanish within a generation or two. It would be interesting to
know what expressions from the late 20th century will still be

1700s. The cases were wood, the hands were wood, and even

kicking around in 2291. O

the gears and levers were made from hardwoods such as oak.
These clocks were remarkably accurate, but did have one
problem. The wood in the gears and levers would dry out over

California.

The clock struck one.
And down he run.

Hickory, dickory, dock.

Richard Bauman is a freelance writer living in West Covina,
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SPEAKING

Court nominee, and you hear one senator

quick Toastmaster quiz: what does a lecture sug-

comment "Judge, did you mean what you
wrote in your letter to the Harvard Law
Review, or was that just rhetoric?" Hmm,
you muse. "Was I asleep when my old

gest to you that a speech does not? How about an
address? An oration? A talk? Words carry bag
gage with them far beyond those blood-curdling
words,"Webster defines...."

POTHOLES IN THE SPEAKER'S HIGHWAY:

is fhaf infrastructure or deep structure?
by Carol Richardson
■ So you're hanging around
discussing movies when
your friend the film buff
observes: "What I find so

fascinating about the cine
matography of Nykvist is the
dialectic of light and dark he
imposes on the Scandanavian landscape."
Okay, you decide to skip
the cinema chit-chat. In

stead, you'll go home and
catch up on that old Bookof-the-Month selection. And

in the midst of your chap
ter, you bump up against the
word bathos. You've seen it

before, and you have a gen

English class got to the chapter on "Rheto
ric as Insincerity?"
As with all specialists, writers - including
speech-writers - have a technical language
which may be unfamiliar to those of us who
are more or less the general practitioners of
our native tongue. And though most Toastmasters do not plan on becoming writers,
their interest in public speaking has led them
siren-like into the murky mechanics of gram
mar, speech and even philosophy.
Over the past few months,this column has
offered, if haphazardly, pointers on elements
of style such as tone and usage, and the pit
falls of sentimentality and cliche. This article
proposes to be a kind of liferary spackle, somefhing to help fill in the ruts that those pesky
writer's terms and phrases have worn in our
sense of verbal proficiency.

!► DENOTATION AND CONNOTATION

^ TONE
Tone is related to connotation, because your
choice of words largely determines your tone. In
Ann Richards' celebrated address at the 1988

Democratic convention, she referred to then Vice-

President Bush as "poor George." There would
have been an entirely different tone to her address
had she said, "poor Mr. Bush." Likewise the
President's own persistent mispronunciation of
Saddam Hussein's name during the Gulf War
had the effect of making the Iraqi President seem
puny and inconsequential.
Of course, tone goes beyond name-calling.
Briefly, tone is the attitude you have as a
speaker toward your subject. The trick is to
maintain the same tone throughout. That is,
if you begin with irony, you should not end
up with flatfooted earnestness. Likewise, your
personal memoirs of the winter you spent
scuba diving off Tobago should not drift off
into a treatise on British-Caribbean relations,

with sympathy. Or was that
pathos? Never mind. You

Most everyone knows that words usually
suggest much more than their strict literal
meaning; that is, their connotation is broader

^ SENTIMENTALITY

switch on C-SPAN to catch

than their denotation. There would be more

The last decade has been one relentless "feel

up with the latest Supreme

vegetarians if every menu that offered
"succulent prime rib" said instead "first-class
piece of dead cow." The mistake many
beginners make is to regard their thesaums as
a vast democratic warehouse where synonyms
meet as equals. If that were so the poetry of
"My soul is an enchanted boat" might as well
be "My inner self resembles a marine craft

good" fest. Everything from movies to family
life and even to war is expected to deliver a

under a spell."

Zeitgeist. Zinging heartstrings is the easy way
out. Choose restraint and you'll be respected
in the morning.

eral sense that it has to do

''The more we learn

about language, the
less we seem to feel
sure about."
12
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The job of writers and speakers is to be aware
of the aura surrounding most words. Here's a

no matter how interesting.

sanitized, happy ending, on time and under
budget. Needless to say, real life and art are
messy, unpredictable, and usually much more
expensive than anyone would anticipate. Great
writing and memorable speeches do not pander
to the entitlement fantasies of the current

USAGE

"The job of writers
and speakers is to
be aware of the

Language is a living thing, and as such,subject
to all the fancy and idiocy that flesh is heir to.
Old words develop new meaning, and new
words appear faster than you can say "diss."
The trouble is, not every new word is a
happy invention. And who decides whether
"prioritize" is a good or bad word? Time, and
the grudging consensus of dictionary makers,
usually.
Contrary to the sticks and stones rhjmie,
words do have an impact. And not just in hurt

feelings, but in their ability to shape percep

aura surrounding
most words.'

tion. Consider the old puzzler about the sur
geon who performed an emergency operation
on a patient who, as it turned out, was the

surgeon's son. And yet, the riddle goes, the
surgeon was not the patient's father. How
could this be? The answer, of course, is that
the surgeon is the mother.

While English is not inflected for gender
the way, say, French is (la plume, le bateau),
words like "poetess," "blonde," or "coed"
connote far more than they denote, none of
it positive. And as far as the generic mascu
line goes, we're probably stuck with "And
crown thy good with brotherhood."
Siblinghood just doesn't work. But it doesn't

^ GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX
While issues such as tone and word choice

are largely decisions you make as the speaker,
you really have little choice regarding
grammar and syntax. No matter how creative
you are, "the three brown dogs" cannot be
written as "Brown three the dogs." The rules

for word order and verb tense don't change
much. Because English word order is so
structured, even a nonsense poem like Lewis
Carroll's "Jabberwocky" is largely under
standable because the basic syntax remains.
So even if we don't exactly know the
meaning of '"Twas brillig and the slithy
toves did gyre and gimble in the wabe," we
can still follow the sentence. And even if we

don't know a slithy tove from a snicker
snack, we know that slithy is an adjective
and toves is the plural of tove, which is a
noun. This is more than can be said for

most congressional hearings.
Perhaps James Thurber had the best
advice when he counseled writers not to

think too hard about grammatical perplexi
ties. When uncertain about a particular sen

with their wives and children" to "Pioneers

tence construction, "the simplest way out,
as always, is to seek some other method of
expressing the thought...There is no more
hazardous mental occupation [than lapsing]
into a profound study of [a] grammatical

forged West with their families." And yes, it

situation."

take much to change "Pioneers forged West

does make a difference.

In fact, the more we learn about lan

guage, the less we seem to feel sure about.

^ CLICHE
Did you ever notice half-way down a
newspaper column that if you read every fifth

word you could fill in the other four? Let's try
it with the weather report."The mercury to
a record
today." Okay, it could go either
way. Either it soared to a record high or
plummeted to a record low. How about the
traffic report? "Traffic was
as snow
the

metropolitan area." Well, it probably snarled,
though it might be paralyzed. But snow always
blankets. Overused words and phrases are
predictable, and so they are boring. If a phrase
comes automatically, terminate it, with
extreme prejudice.

This is completely natural and healthy. The
gaps in our learning should not discourage
us. Quite the opposite. Trepidation height
ens our critical powers and makes us more
receptive to suggestion. Everything we've
mentioned, such as avoiding cliches,
sexism, and sentimentality, has to do with
developing a knack for recognizing what
makes language fresh and interesting. How
do we get it? Write a lot. Read even more.
And duck anyone who uses dialectic in a
conversation. Q

Carol Richardson is a freelance writer living in
Laguna Hills, California.
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HOW TO

By Richard G.

I

Ensman, Jr.

I

LANGUAGE:

The message behind
the words
m Have you ever found yourself squirming
uncomfortably during a conversation — and
feeling unsure why? Have you ever found
yourself listening to an acquaintance tell you
one thing, but sensing that he believed
something else? Or have you watched
someone thwart a lively discussion by a
mere shake of the head?

Behind each of these scenarios lies body
language — the message behind a voice.
Facial expressions, gestures, shifts in posture
and a variety of other movements can all
convey a person's deeply-held beliefs and
feelings. Good communication demands
that you listen not only to the words people
use, but the subtle gestures and movements
that help flesh out the real meaning of

an idea. The "wide open" eye gesture might
also be used by an individual accepting a
new idea with great difficulty.
Eyes Impassive. An impassive, non-emo
tional stare sometimes indicates that a per
son is simply in a "listening" mode. Such
cues may also signal a desire tor you to "put
your cards on the table" or take the lead in
a discussion.

Eyes Wandering. When an individual's
gaze wanders toward the walls or ceiling,
he might be suggesting that a particular
idea is unimportant, inappropriate or even
ridicuious.

I Squinting. At this point the individual may
be coming to a conclusion. However,
squinting of the eyes or facial muscles might
also indicate that your discussion partner
needs clarification on one or two key points.

I Hands Folded,Palms Facing Upward.This
gesture often indicates a calm, neutral de
meanor. It might indicate a desire on the
part of another person to present an idea in
a straightforward, logical manner.

those words.

By observing body language, you can
often gain an intimate understanding of the
concerns and beliefs of other people. By
acting on what you learn, you can enhance

your ability to communicate your ideas
effectively to others.
Let's examine some of the common

gestures and what they might mean:

I Hands Clasped. Here an individual may
be subtly suggesting that she has a hypoth
esis and is preparing to advance it.

I Hands Open, Palms Outstretched. A per
son using this gesture might be overtly
seeking your agreement or help with a key
issue — or might be hoping that you'll
change your mind.

1 Head Firmly Nodding. A strong nod of
the head suggests that a person understands
what the other person is saying. However,
a nod does not necessarily convey agree
ment; skilled discussion leaders often use

this gesture to draw out unpopular or dis
agreeable ideas.

14
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I Hands Moving. This gesture indicates
thoughtfulness and contemplation. Your
conversation partner may be attempting to
think an issue through, and your job will
be to maintain a discussion pace that's slow
enough to let this happen.

I Eyes Wide Open. This gesture tends to

I Fingers Pointed. Individuals pointing their

signify understanding and acceptance of

fingers — or making imaginary diagrams in

the air with their fingers — are attempting
to impress a specific point or explain an
issue in precise detail.

■ Shoulder Movement. This gesture tends

I Single Finger Movement.Such action sug-

H Clenching of Muscles. A slight clenching

gests that a discussion or presentation has
gone on long enough. It's time for you to
make a summing-up point or attempt reso
lution of an outstanding issue.

of the hands, fists, facial muscles or arms

to suggest indifference or a desire to speed
up a slow-moving discussion.

usually indicates subtle aggression or anger.

H Entire Body Moving. Movements involving the entire body - for example, an indi
vidual perching on the edge of a chair suggest assertive or even aggressive behavior.

I Arms Moving. Gestures involving the entire arm often signify an individual's desire
to conclude a discussion or smooth over a

disagreement. At times, such gestures indi
cate that firm agreement is being reached

I Legs Crossed. This gesture usually indicates a relaxed attempt to listen and per
haps engage in non-directive conversation.

on an issue.

I Arms Reaching for an Object. When a
person reaches for an object during a
conversation — like a pen, a paper clip or
a toy — he may be expressing thoughtfulness about a particular point. If he
plays with the object, you can be almost
certain he's carefully contemplating the
issues at hand.

I Arm Placed Against Ear or Behind Head.

To be sure, body language must always be
interpreted in context. The content of the
issues under discussion — and knowledge of
your conversation partners — will guide you
in understanding the message behind the voice.
However body language might be ex
pressed, it is a powerful communication tool..
Once you "listen" to the eyes, hands and bod
ies of other people, you'll become a much

better speaker yourself. Q

This gesture signifies that the person may
wish to end the formal discussion and pro

Reprinted with permission by Richard G.Ensman,

ceed to a less-structured conversation.
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GIVE YOURSELF AND YOUR AUDIENCE
A BREAK: STOP TALKING!

y
m

■as-

t

<

By Thomas Montalbo, DIM
^

lAYlT

WITH

m

A

PAUSE

A

■ Shortly after America's entry into
-R

World War II, in a speech delivered

to a joint session of Congress in
Washington and broadcast to the
world, Winston Churchill asked of
16
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the enemy, "What kind of a people do they
think we are?" Then he paused. When he

resumed speaking, he asked a second question,
"Is it possible they do not realize that we shall
never cease to persevere against them until they

have been taught a lesson which they and the

world will never forget?" Then he paused again.

Churchill didn't ask those questions for answers but for
dramatic effect. By using the two questions, he put a double
whammy on the enemy and aroused the emotions of his
immediate audience in Washington and the radio audience
around the world. Pausing after each question made his mes
sage stand out compellingly and heightened its effect on the
listeners.

Although Churchill's speech was delivered on a great his
toric occasion, you too can harness the power of pauses to
work as effectively in your own speeches on lesser occasions.
Yet, despite the fact that the pause is an important speaking
technique, it's often neglected in speeches.
Actors pause. Comedians pause. We all pause in conversa
tion. But when giving a speech, many of us rush through it
like a galloping horse almost forgetting to breathe. Why?
Speakers fear their minds may go blank. They worry that if
they stop talking for a moment or two, they may get flustered
and mute. They fear appearing unprepared or forgetful. Per
haps they don't realize how much better speeches are when
sprinkled with pauses.

Pauses pack power into your speeches. Providing many
benefits, pauses grab and hold the attention of your listeners
as well as give them time to absorb your words and under
stand your message. In speaking, a pause is a temporary stop,
for a calculated purpose or effect. A pause ranges from half a
second to several seconds. Some speakers time the length of
each pause by silently counting to five. If you speak without
stopping at proper intervals, you may leave your audience
confused and yourself breathless. A pause doesn't seem as
long to your listeners as it does to you.
Yet some speakers seem to avoid silent pauses at all costs,
even to the point of substituting meaningless sounds like
"ah," "er" and "uh" which distract or irritate listeners. To

break that bad habit, Toastmasters clubs assign "Ah Counters"
who tally the number of such sounds uttered by each speaker
at meetings.

Just as periods, commas and other punctuation marks
denote pauses in writing and reading, so should public speak
ers pause at suitable places. You don't need to talk every
moment you're before an audience. No speech should be
delivered in a continuous flow of words like a conveyor belt.
Years ago the Coca-Cola Company advertised its drink as
"The Pause That Refreshes," explaining that "it makes a little
moment long enough for a big rest." Likewise, the pause in
speeches can serve as a resting point that gives speakers a
breather to refill their lungs and audiences a chance to take in
what they've just heard from the speakers.
GIVE THE AUDIENCE A BREAK!

The audience can't keep pace with too-fast speakers who go
hom one point to another without stopping. They get tired
trying to catch the thoughts on a hit-or-miss basis, and sooner
or later, they give up trying to listen.
On the other hand, too-slow speakers lag behind the
audience's potential for listening. Becoming impatient, the
listeners wish the speakers would get on with what they have
to say. The audience may even stop listening.
How fast is too fast or how slow is

too slow? That decision is largely a mat-

1 ter of watching your audience carefully.

THE 5-SECOND PERIOD

Mark Twain described the pause as "that
impressive silence, that eloquent silence,
that geometrically progressive silence
which often achieves a desired effect

where no combination of words,

however felicitous, could accomplish it."
That's why he was a frequent user of
the pause in his speeches. He believed
that no matter how well prepared a
speech may be, it can be delivered
effectively only if the speaker uses
pauses.

'A pause doesn't
seem os long to

your listeners as
It does to you."

Look at your listeners to make sure
they're interested and understand what
you're saying.
Their faces and body language will
tell you whether you're going too fast
or too slow and whether you're getting
your points across. Their expressions
and actions may also indicate that
they'd welcome a change of pitch and
volume as well as a change of pace.
Besides helping to control the
speaker's breathing and overall delivTHE TOASTMASTER / NOVEMBER 1991
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ery while giving the audience a chance to let thoughts sink in,
silent pauses serve other purposes.
■ For example, after you're introduced, don't start talking
instantly, as if you're in a hurry to get going, finish and sit

Pauses also help you to get the best results from humor
in your speeches. All comedians agree the secret of deliver
ing humor is timing and timing is pauses.
CONSIDER COMEDIC TIMING

The late comedian Jack Benny put it this way,"Timing is not
so much knowing when to speak, as when to pause. Timing is
pauses." Comedian Bob Hope says, "At times 1 have good
"Ladies and Gentlemen" or "Members and Guests." Such
material, and at other times 1 have great material, but 1 know
pauses give you poise and show you're in charge, as you how to cover up the merely good and make it sound great by
catch and hold the attention of your audience, while they timing."
form their first impressions of you.
Pause slightly both before and after you belt out the
punch line of your joke or humorous anecdote. Why?
■ Another purpose of pauses is to emphasize certain ideas. Pausing just before the punch line alerts your audience
When you want to say something that's especially signifi
that it's coming and prepares them to laugh. After you've
cant, challenging or shocking, pause both before and after delivered the punch line, pause again to give the audience
making the statement. By pausing before, you signal the time to react. That's a further signal that you expect them
audience that you're about to highlight a noteworthy to laugh or at least smile. But don't wait too long for
thought, as if you were telling them,"Now hear this!" By laiughter. When the audience does laugh, resume talking
pausing after, your silence gives time to the listeners to let only after they've stopped laughing.
your idea penetrate.
Proper pausing also helps you to
dramatize your conclusion. Moments
Pausing after all questions is also a
before the end of your speech, signal
useful technique. Questions are al
ahead to your audience that you're
most impossible to ignore. Listen
reaching your conclusion. How? Step
"When you want
ers instinctively find themselves
forward on the podium or lean for
thinking of answers; this draws
ward at the lectern. Then pause. Now,
them into your presentation as ab
all eyes and ears are focused on you
to soy something
sorbed participants, making your
as the audience expectantly awaits
questions more effective. That ap
your last words.
plies to any question you may ask,
When you finish speaking, don't
that's especially
whether you want the audience to
rush to your seat as if you're glad it's
reply aloud, or you intend to an
finally over. Stand still. Pause for a sec
swer yourself, or no answer is ex
ond. Without this transition, the end
significant,
pected.
ing may seem to come to an abrupt
stop. Pausing provides a quiet moment
Still another purpose of the pause is
for
your last words to register a final
challenging or
to use it as a transitional device. In
impression. After you pause, bow
this function the speaker pauses to
slightly, then walk at a steady pace to
down. Pause while the audience settles down. Look at

them while you wait. After you say, "Mr. Chairman" or
"Madam Chairperson," pause slightly and continue with

tell the listeners that he or she is

moving on to something else. This is
the wordless way by which the audi
ence becomes aware of the speaker's
passage from introduction to body

shocking, pause
both before and

to conclusion and from one idea to

another. Instead of explaining such
transitions in words,the speaker cues
the listeners by simply pausing while
maintaining eye contact with the au
dience. Transitional pauses reduce
verbiage and provide brief rest peri
ods for both speaker and audience.
18
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your seat.

When you deliver your next
speech, say it with pauses. You will
discover that pauses at appropriate
places provide both you and your
audience with benefits not obtain

after making
the statement."

able with words alone. o

Thomas Montalbo, DIM, a member of
Sparkling Toastmasters Club 3602-7 in
St. Petersburg, Florida, is author of The
PowerofEloquence,available from World
Headquarters.

renamed the "Home Guard," a "commercial

vehicle" was called a "lorry," and a "low-in
come group" was changed to "poor."
ILLUSION OF SPONTANEITY

Despite laborious preparation, Churchill's
public speaking always appeared spontaneous.
At the podium, he would occasionally make
off-the-cuff remarks about the comments of

previous speakers, but the rest of his speech
was carefully planned. Nothing was left to
chance. For example, speeches often included
stage directions, like "pause; grope for word"
and "stammer; correct self."

He would wear his glasses at an angle on
the tip of his nose, giving him the appearance
of speaking directly to his audience. But, in
fact, he was reading from his speech. The
technique was so effective most House mem
bers never suspected he spoke from prepared

By Vince Reardon

\A7^inston Churchill

notes.

AN ACTOR THROUGH AND THROUGH

Like all great orators, Churchill was a great

ORATOR

actor. And like a great actor, he would often

use his entire body to drive home a point.
Once when an opposition speaker had the

floor in Parliament, Churchill, sitting among

I HERE IS PROBABLY NO GREATER
speaker in this century than Winston Churchiii.
Standing almost aione against Nazi aggression
in the 1930s, he roused England to action
through his spellbinding oratory.
Stiii, public speaking did not come easily
to Churchiii. He spoke with a iisp throughout
his life, in fact, new secretaries found they
couldn't understand a word he was saying.
Crafting a speaking style through toil, sweat
and tears, Churchill has much to teach people
who wish to improve their public speaking.

"Under Churchill a
'commercial vehicle'

PREPARATION GUARANTEES SUCCESS

Preparation was everything to Churchiii. When
he gave a forty-minute speech in Parliament,
he normally spent between six to eight hours
preparing it. if it was a very important speech,

was called a 'lorry/

he and his secretaries would work into the

and a 'low-income

night, dictating and revising passages.
Unlike many of his colleagues, he kept his
speech free of cant and jargon. For example,
when one politician said "a bilateral agree

group' was changed

ment has been reached," Churchill said the

two sides had "joined hands together." Under

to 'poor.'"

Churchill, the "Local Defense Volunteers" were

ministers along the back bench, lowered his
head and began to move it back and forth in a
widening arc.
Seeing Churchill's antics. House members
grinned and chuckled. But the opposition
speaker was not amused. He said icily, "1 see
the Right Honorable Gentleman shaking his
head. 1 wish to remind him that 1 am only
stating my own opinion." Churchill coun
tered by saying, "And 1 am only shaking my
head."

Despite his extraordinary speaking abili
ties, Churchill was always keenly aware of the
limitations of oratory. When a friend once
asked, "Aren't you impressed to see ten thou
sand people gather to hear you speak?"
Churchill said, "No — because ten times that

many would come to see me hanged."
If you wisfi,to become a better public
speaker, study the speeches and the speaking
styles of great orators. And if you're uncertain
about where to begin, may 1 suggest you look
no further than Winston Churchill. O
Vince Reardon is a member of BIA Toastmasters

6398-5 San Diego and the owner of Vince
Reardon Marketing Communications,a public
relations and advertising firm.
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WHAT

TOASTMASTERS

m. 1

"What are your impressions of Saddam Hussein

a

as a military strategist?" Schwarzkopf replied,
"He is not a strategist, nor is he schooled in
the operational arts, nor is he a tactician, nor
is he a general, nor is he a soldier. Other than
that, he is a great military man."

CAN LEARN
FROM THE
GENERAL

Humor is another way the general capti
vates his audiences. When asked by a reporter,

?:=. gr:.
•N

CHARACTER

Norman Schwarzkopf's successful speaking

By Frederick Gilbert,
Ph.D.

/

content and style are built on the foundation
of his character. Ultimately, it's his world view
and self-esteem that make him so appealing.
For example, he expresses modesty and

humility when asked direct questions about
his role in the success of the Desert Storm

THESCHWARZKOPF
STYLE
lUBLISHERS ARE
clamoring for him. Poli
ticians are courting him. Lee
lacocca wants him to head

was direct. Most of all, his face was very
expressive as he covered wide ranging topics
from military strategy to sympathy for the
families of those killed in the line of duty.

Chrysler. 20/20 called him
"America's Hero." General

CONTENT

Norman Schwarzkopf,Com

While his style is essential to his media success,
it's the general's content that takes him beyond
the ordinary. His briefings were marked by
piain talk rather than jargon and acronyms. It

mander of the Allied Forces

in the Gulf War, has taken

not only Iraq but the USA

by storm. Why? First, mili

was obvious that he knew the numbers and

tary expertise. Second, com
munication expertise.
What can speakers learn
from the general's success?

the detail and could get technical when
necessary, but he kept the language clear and

Plenty. His style is powerfui
and natural, his content is
engaging and his character
is irresistible. Let's look at
each in more detail.

direct for the media.

His presentations focused not on his own
accomplishments but on the work of others
— either US or allied troops. His presentations
were rich with analogies, as when he com

pared troop movements to the "Hail Mary"
play in football. To make key points he often
used the "Rule of 3":

STYLE

Schwarzkopf uses his whole
body to communicate his
message in a way that
enhances his credibility and

his likability. In briefing
sessions, he stood beside the

lectern and his gestures were
bold and away from his
body. His voice pitch and
rate of delivery were varied.
Eye contact with the audience
20
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"There are a lot of people who are still
saying that the objective of the United States
was to capture Iraq and cause the downfall of
the entire country.(Pause) Ladies and gentle
men, when we were here (points to map) we
were 150 miles from Baghdad and there was
nobody between us and Baghdad.
"Ifit had been our intention to take Iraq, ifit
had been our intention to destroy the country, if

campaign, often giving credit to others.
Paradoxically, when asked about the war he

often responds more like a dove than a general:
"Any military man worth his salt doesn't want
to go to war because he knows that going to
war means killing people."
Additionally, Schwarzkopf is not authori

tarian in his outlook. He is capable of seeing
shades of gray. When commenting on the
role of the media, he noted that the First

Amendment and the public's right to know
must be balanced against the danger that the
enemy will get valuable battlefield informa
tion from television, endangering lives and
the campaign. He clearly sees both sides of the
argument.

Probably the most disarming and appeal
ing thing about the general is his vulner
ability. During his interview with Barbara
Walters he teared up twice, once when she
inquired about his relationship to his father
and again when he talked about his chil
dren. What an irresistible combination: a

battle-hardened general who is a respected
leader, and a human being who is in touch
with his feelings.
In summary, what can Toastmasters learn

from Schwarzkopf's extraordinary popularity?
Content: Know the details, but speak hon
esty and clearly about the big picture.
Style: Use a strong delivery style that is based
on who you are. Character: Give credit to others,
see both sides of the issue, and don't hesitate to
speak from emotion as well as intellect.

Who knows, we may see Norman
Schwarzkopf on the ballot soon, or driving a
Chrysler, or publishing a book. Q

it had been our intention to overrun the coun

Frederick Gilbert, Ph.D., is a member of Lee

try, we could have done it unopposed from
this position. But that was not our intention."

Emerson Bassett Club 33-4 in Palo Alto,
California.

PHOTO BY GARY L. KIEFFER, FOTO CONSORTIUM

THE LANGUAGE LEARNER
ByjosefieiG. chua How wgII cIo /ou kpow Epglish?
■ To students of English, it
may seem at first that the most
difficult thing about the
language is the many forms it
comes in. Though regional
differences in pronunciation
and vocabulary can be some
what confusing,the problems
are not as dramatically diffi
cult as they are often made
out to be.

For one thing, English
grammar is generally consis
tent; whether you're speak
ing to a Scotsman or a
Sydneyite, the rules are the
same. Secondly, because of
widespread communication
and information exchange,
English speakers are becom
ing more and more aware of
the particularities of the lan
guage in different areas of
the world. Having learned
British English, therefore,
shouldn't hinder you from
speaking to an American; he
will probably know what a
flat is even though he calls it

about your muddy trousers but a Brit will as
sume you're divulging distasteful secrets about

raincoat

mac

queue

line

your underwear.

inverted commas

"Can you spare a fag?" is a perfectly rea
sonable way of asking for a cigarette in pub in
London or Edinburgh; at a roadhouse diner in
Missouri or Mississippi, you may be given a
black eye instead. Fag, extremely derogatory
American slang for a gay man, has its British
equivalent in the word pouf cross the Atlantic
again and you'll hear about poofy hair or a
poofy dress, an innocent onomatopoeic word
which means fluffy or overly decorative.
Confusion can even exist regarding recre
ational matters. In America, a pickup is a fourwheeled conveyance of pleasure, especially
out on the open road. In England, however,
while a pickup(hooker) might be a conveyorof
pleasure, in terms of distance, one is best ad
vised to consider a lorry . . . the American
pickup's counterpart.

full stop
ironmonger

quotation marks
period
hardware store

vegetable store
guy, dude
pacifier
spoiled
take a nap
lawyer
public school

greengrocer

bloke, fellow

dummy
gone off
have a kip
barrister, solicitor

private school
over the top

enthusiastic

flannel

washcloth

telly
garden

TV

yard
garbage (can)
jello
jelly
potato chips
napkin

rubbish (bin)

jelly
jam
crisps
serviette

pulses

beans

with their American counterparts.

courgettes

zucchini

ta

thanks

British

American

shopping trolley
fringe

tights
jumper

pantyhose/nylons

to be on about

sweater

pepper pot

shopping cart
bangs
to be talking about
pepper shaker

court shoes

pumps

salt cellar

salt shaker

an apartment.

braces

suspenders

turn-ups

cuffs

There are a few words,
though, whose trans-Atlan
tic twists in meaning can

windcheater

windbreaker

trainers

sneakers

Josefiel G. Chua is a member of Maharlika

nappies

diapers

Club 4313-75 in Manila, Philippines.

Here are some more of those British words

cause some embarrassment

if you're not careful. Asking
your American teacher if
she's got a spare nibber might
get you thrown out of class.
Yanks call the thing that re
moves pencil marks an

DO YOU FEAR TABLETOPICS?
T

"Tabtetopics Made Easy" gives
you simple hands-on techniques to:

Plus $2.75 S/H - Immediate Dellvefy

. Speaking WRIi Confidence

. Tlie Past-Present-Future Principle
. Mapping Out Your Tabletopic
. Organizing Your Thoughts

device.

Similarly, complaining
about how dirty your pants
are in England may provoke
some upturned noses; you
may think you're talking

Call (714) 645-8845 TODAY!

"Tabtetopics Made Easy' VHS - $29.95

eraser; rubber in American

English refers to a more inti
mate accident prevention

<^O^iCs

Professional Video Teaches Simple Techniques
To Conquer Your Fears And Master Tabtetopics.

Calif. Residents Please Add Sates Tax

Nmport Beach Distingiished

Order TaWetopics Made Easy* Today!
Never attempt to avoid Tabtetopics again!

TOASTMASTERS

A great addition for your personal or
Club library! A great HOUDAY GIFT idea!

STRICTLY SPEAKING

STRICTLY SPEAKING

AND

c

2470 Napoll Way - Costa Mesa • CA - 92627
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NAT*®

1990-91
BOARD

21st Century. The Board also
made the following decisions
concerning administrative
and educational matters:

Tl CHARTERS RECORD
NUMBER OF NEW CLUBS
DESPITE RECESSION.

the District, Division and

International and recom

Area. The duties and activ

mended no change.

ities on which officers at each

level spend valuable time
were also reviewed. A list of

priorities was developed for

and material provided for
chartering new Clubs and

Club in good sfanding, for
the purpose of running for
Office, participating in
speech contests and voting
at District, Regional and

increased the Charter Fee

International Conferences

I Reviewed the charter fee

from $75 fo $95 effecfive

as follows:

January 1, 1992. The
"Meeting Excellence" video

good sfanding is one whose

will be included in the
charter kit.

■ During the past year,
Toastmasters everywhere
proved their allegiance to

I Examined the mission of

"Chairman"by Toastmasters

I Defined a member and
BOARD ACTION:

REPORT

I Reviewed the use ofthe word

I Increased the fee to rein

A member in

fhe Dis-frict, Div-ision and
Area. It was recommended

that these priorities be in
corporated into the training
and management materials
published
by
World
Headquarters.

semiannual dues have been

paid by fhe Cluh to World
Headquarters within sixty
(60) days after the Club's

I Reviewed the Distinguished

semiannual dues become

following changes: a) that
the goal for average number
of CTMs per club be re

Division and Area Pro

grams, recommending the

I Authorized the purchase

payable. A Club in good
standing is one that has
paid its semiannual dues to
World Headquarters within
(60) days after the Club's

unrest and worldwide eco

of an AGFA Prosef 9550

semiannual dues become

goals be rounded down.
Changes will become

nomic recession, Toastmasters

Imagesetter typesetting

payable.

effective for the 1992-93

not only worked hard on
advancing their communi
cation skills, they also char

machine.

Toastmasters International

state a Toastmasters Club

President Bick's theme mes

from $37.50 fo $47.50

sage, "Pride and Purpose
Inspire Performance." In a
year marked by political

effective January 1, 1992.

I Authorized the expenditure
of$15,000from the Smedley

clubs and made special efforts

Memorial Fund to effect the

to recruit new members.

completion of the leader
ship manual.

said 1990-91 International

President Ed Bick, DTM,

semiannual dues become

and identified "moments of

October 10.

truth" before, during and
after the visit. Standards to

I Developed standards which

also

recommended that these

ision of large Districfs and
recommended Districfs

Convention

explore all possible alter

environment in which

Atlanta,

Georgia. "Toastmasters Inter
national enjoyed a 5.2 per
cent membership growth,
amounting to an all-time
high of 164,310 members in
7,586 clubs in 52 countries.
We chartered 708 new clubs,

natives to enhance the

members can participate in

management of those Dis
tricts before considering

the Toastmasters educational

division.

assure effective visits were

Clubs should meet to be a

during the Board of Directors
meeting at the International

I Reviewed the issue of div

I Examined the Area-Club visit

payable on April 10 and

good Club as follows: The
purpose of a Toastmasfers
Club is to provide a positive

in

program year.

provide that the Club's

tered a record number of

"It's been a great year,"

The Bylaws of

duced from 2 to 1.75 and;
b) that Area and Division

program. Active partici
pation is a necessity if

identified. If

was

"moments of frufh" and

sfandards be incorporated
into the training pro
grams, publications and
district management mat
erials published by World
Headquarters.

members are to learn and if
I Modified Procedural Rules

Clubs are to fulfill their

for Nominating Officers of
the corporation so that
inating Committee can

purpose. Any Club chartered
after September 30, 1991,
must meet the following
minimum requirements for

inclusion in the future

commitment and dedication

vote for one candidafe each

a Toastmasters Club: meet

revisions of those training

to our organization."

for the Offices of Presidenf,

at least twelve (12)times per
year; have members give oral
speeches and give and receive
oral evaluations; and give
members the opportunity to
develop and practice leader
ship skills.

programs.

a record that eclipsed the old
mark by more than 100. I
thank each of you for your

each member of the Nom

The Board of Directors

Senior Vice President and

didn't just reflect on the suc
cess offhe pasf year, they also
discussed many topics to
make sure the organization
continues to expand into the

Second Vice President and
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vote for one, two or three
different candidates for
the Office of Third Vice
President.

I Reviewed the Division Gov
ernor and Area Governor

Training Programs and pro
vided suggestions for

I Examined the current bud

get guidelines provided to
Districts and developed a
prioritized list of activities
requiring District funding.

Approved a change to the

Relations, Secretary,
Treasurer, Sergeant at

Able Toastmaster (ATM)

award. Effective January 1,
1992, to be eligible for the
ATM award, an applicant

Arms)

[> have given three speeches
before non-Toastmasters

groups

must:

|> have completed the
basic Communication

O have coordinated and
conducted one Success/

and Leadership Program

Leadership Program
within two years to date
of application.

manual and received the
CTM award

[> have completed three
Advanced Communi

cation and Leadership
Program manuals

O have served a complete

a Chairman for judges
training at the District level.

two Success/Leadership
modules within two years of
application date(may not be
that completed for the ATM

I Recommended a procedure
for verifying a Sponsor's
efforts in forming a new
Club. The procedure, to be
implemented January 1,
1992, requires the Sponsor

award)."

I Discussed applying service
management concepts to

and the new Club President

Toastmasters Club opera

to sign a form confirming
the Sponsor's efforts and to

tions and recommended

However, members may
apply for the ATM award
under the current require

World Headquarters imple
ment the concept.

send the form to World

Headquarters within 90
days of charter date.

I Recommended World Head

ments until 1992.

term as an elected club

officer (President, Vice

third requirement will read:
"Coordinate and conduct

President Education, Vice

i A change also was made to
one of the requirements for

President Membership,

the ATM Bronze award.

Vice President Public

EffectiveJanuary 1,1992,the

quarters enhance the
Speech Contest Judges
Training Program and
emphasize its use, and
consider the designation of

I Reviewed results of a Club

leadership training survey
and recommended they be
incorporated in Club
leadership training.

TI FINANCIAL STATEMENT 1990-91
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF ALL FUNDS

GENERAL FUND — UNRESTRICTED

JUNE 30, 1991

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1991
ASSETS
GENERAL FUND

INCOME:

UNRESTRICTED:

Cash
Restricted cash
Accounts receivable, net of allowance
for doubtful accounts of $12,000
Deposits, prepaid postage and other
Note receivable
Property, building and equipment,
net of accumuiated depreciafion
Totals — Unrestricted

$ 754,005
$ 125,752
$ 110,088

$

$4,869,370
$6,204,613
$ 339,992

TOTAL

$2,323,048
$ 509,524
$ 788,394
$3,620,966

60,203

$ 285,195

RESTRICTED:

Cash

Membership charges:
Membership fees
Magazine revenue
New member service charges
Total membership charges

$6,544,605

Other income:

Charges for educational materials ;
and supplies
,

$1,125,265

Charter fees
Interest
Other

$
$
$

52,950
69,283
17,945

Total other income

$1,265,443

Total income

$4,886,409

INVESTMENT FUND

Marketable securities, at cost,
(estimated market value of $1,595,945)

$1,399,650

LIABILITIES
AND FUND BALANCES

OPERATING EXPENSES:

Executive Directors office
Education and Club Administration
Finance

$ 313,381
$ 333,177
$ 925,275

District Administration and

UNRESTRICTED;

$ 130,289

Programming
Membership and Club Extension

$ 376,330
$ 473,645

$

27,221

Publications and Communications
Production and Distribution

$ 908,890
$ 695,609

$

30,300

Merchandising and Policy

Liabilities:

Accounts payable
Funds held for Toastmasters

International Regions
Deferred charter fees
Total liabilities
Unrestricted - General Fund balance
Totals — Unrestricted

$ 187,810
$6,016,803
$6,204,613

RESTRICTED:

Administration

$ 143,724

Educational Materials and Supplies
Total operating expenses

$ 762,047
$4,932,078

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF INCOME

District Reserve Fund balances

$ 277,575

OVER OPERATING EXPENSES

Ralph C. Smedley Memorial Fund

$

52,068

BEFORE DEPRECIATION

District 37 Trust Fund

$

10,349

Totals — Restricted
TOTAL

$ 339,992
$6,544,605

INVESTMENT FUND

Investment Fund balance

$1,399,650

$ (45,699)

DEPRECIATION

$ 269,232

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF INCOME
OVER EXPENSES

$ (314,901)
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PEEVE
ALPHABET
When a student finally challenged my claim
to 686 pet peeves about language usage, 1
said,"How about 26, one for each letter of

the alphabet?" She didn't believe that either,

but here they are.Please understand that the
A

TEACHER

S O ME
E

X

A

M

SHARES

f

HUMOROUS
P

L

L A N GUAGE

E

S

OF

MI SUSED.

work as an English instructor. My
peeves are more fun than bother.

By Barbara R. DuBois

You

A

wouldn't think

I

could

complain about one little letter, but
people seem to forget that American
English uses a before a word starting
with a consonant, but an before a

word starting with a vowel.
The opposite trouble occurs with
words starting with h: in America we
say a hula hoop, not an hula hoop.
We use an before a silent h:an honest

2i
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job, an honorable person. So when someone
uses an historic event, he's using British English.

let you know if we hear nothing. "If the county
fails to come up with a plan, the state does"

With acronyms, the test is speech also: If you
read HRL as initials, you say an HRL project, but
if you read it as words, you say a Health Research
Laboratory project. With words starting with a u

means that the state fails too. A mistake that

makes me laugh is, "Don't worry about thieves
stealing your uninsured packages, let the postal
service do it for you."

sound, use an before the vowel sound: an under

taking, but a before a consonant sound: a uni
versity, a eulogy.

E is for the letter e at the end of words. People
seem not to see the difference between breath

and breathe, cloth and clothe, choral and chorale;

B: one peeve is about between; people don't usually
confuse between and among, but I hear the wrong

story about a seaetary who wrote that the director

conjunction used with between. You should use
and:between this and that, not between this orthat.

and the director said that he could work on the

Another pieve is bad: use bad/y with a verb like

do. For example, if you say she wants a job so bad
that she will take anything, you are saying that she
wants a bad job. Instead, say she wants a job so
badly that she will take anything. But if you use the
verb feel, use bad;"1 feel sad. 1 feel unhappy."

but moral and morale are more serious. There's a

wanted to boost the moral of the employees,
morale, but wouldn't attempt the other.

F is for fewer. Commercials armoy me with less
calories, when they should say fewer. This pair is
like amount and number—use amount and less with

For C, I'll use cliches, worn-out phrases or
expressions.Some of my favorites are "a ballpark
figure," "the whole ball of wax," "a piece of
cake," "the frosting on the cake," "the other side
of the coin," "hue and cry," "touch base,"
"shadow of a doubt." When 1 list these,someone
says,"They drive me up the wall."

Or 1 could talk about comparisons that are

singular, number and fewer with plural: less money,
fewer coins;less currency,fewer dollars.This follows
more taxes, of course. Then there's the

misunderstanding about fiscal: People ask me,
"When does the physical year end these days?"

G is for good that should be well. 1 had to write to

People try to be concise and they leave out
essential words. You know the warning on plas

Ford Motor Company to get them to stop having
Bill Cosby say that the engine was good-built.
And there's the Arrow shirt ad: "It looks good, it
feels good, it fits good." But we hear this mostly
from sports figures. 1 have heard only one coach
use well correctly. When asked, "How is the
team doing?" he replied, "Pretty well" instead of
"Pretty good," which all the other coaches say.

tic bags,"Keep away from babies and children."

Next thing 1 heard, he was fired.

incomplete: "Boys like chocolate more than

girls." Does that mean boys like chocolate more
than girls do? Or that boys like chocolate more
than they like girls?
But 1 have the most fun with completeness.

W.C. Fields would have liked that.

Then there's the memo telling me "to check
classified repositories before turning in." That
assumes a dedicated employee who works till
she drops, or an employee about to take a nap.
Recipes tell me to stand ovemight in the refrig
erator. Or to shake vigorously while holding the
cap. Or to return to the oven. Or to tum into a loaf

pan. What am 1, a magician? 1 guess so; I'm always
being told to tum my report into the office.

H is for homonyms, words that sound alike:
pear, the fmit; pair, meaning two; and pare,
meaning peel. Some are hard to believe, like
prism and prison, till you realize that we
Americans do not enunciate. My new favorite is
addict/attic:"My addict is full of antiques because
I'm a nostalgia attic."

D is for do. This is a lovely substitute word, but
people forget to make clear what it substitutes

for. Someone said, "We've heard nothing yet; if
we do we'll let you know." That says that we'll

1 is for individual. This word is just too long
and stuffy. Use person for one, and people for
more than one. If too many words give us
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wordiness, can too many letters in a word give
us letteriness? The way it works is that one
long word like individual grows into several
words, and we have wordiness: each and every
individual person!

tists later found that fish were good at eating
mosquitoes."

N is for the nouns that we use as adjectives,
especially fun, as in "We had a fun time." We

don't mean a funny time or even an amusing
J is for jargon.Jargon is a language peculiar to an
occupation. These words are like cliches and
fads. Scenario, sector and interface are popular
now. My field (pardon me, sector) uses
educationese: motivational has become familiar

to us all, but tagmemic and heuristic remain
mystifying.

time, but we can say merely,"We had fun."

O is for order, specifically incorrect word order.
"I took a picture of the Golden Gate bridge
flying into San Francisco International Airport",
and "She says she is coming home in her first
letter."

K is for money. We have such controversy about
whether the k is a capital in writing, and they
now tell me that kb means kilobucks. But 1 have

decided not to worry about it anymore because
we won't be talking about thousands of dollars
much longer, only millions and billions.

L is for the like/as problem—it is purely
mechanical: Like is a preposition and takes an
object, as is a conjunction and takes a verb. Say,
"Act like me"or "Act as I do." People who try too
hard misuse as. They say, "As every employee,
she enjoys recognition." They should say, "Like
every employee, she enjoys recognition" or "As
every employee does, she enjoys recognition."
Another L peeve is the I in al added incor
rectly to words: classic means the best of its kind,
but classical means the Latin and Greek periods,
or music of the 18th century, or the opposite of
pop. So if you have a car, it may be classic; they
didn't have cars in classical days, only chariots.

M is for media, which is plural: radio, television,
newspapers, magazines. When the commentator
said, "She is considered an ace reporter by the
media itself," he was either ignorant or selfcentered. He should have said "by the medium
itself" or "by television itself"; he certainly didn't
mean "by the media themselves."
Speaking of self, myselfis much abused, used
instead of me or I. When the speaker says, "This
is a pleasure for my wife and myself," he should
say "for my wife and me" or "for us."
M is also for modification, especially dan
gling modifiers, like "After a month on the
ground, the FAA is ready to release the plane" or
"First imported for use in pregnancy tests, scien
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A store sign says, "This is a good place to
shop for women and girls." A photo caption
says, "The rider was injured when thrown by a
horse over the weekend." (I hope it wasn't a
long weekend.) Everyone's favorite is "He ran
downstairs to put out the fire in his pajamas."

P is for prepositions. Every day brings me a new
example for my collection. For instance,"There
was a tremendous response of our first offer"
should use "to our first offer." "This was the

direct result to the chemical dumping" should
use "ofthe chemical dumping."
Remember that it is acceptable to end a sen
tence with a preposition; forget the old spouses'
tale and listen to Winston Churchill, who said

the rule is "arrant pedantry up with which I will
not put." Then there's the woman who was
going to complain to the postal service, in for
whom she had it.

Q is for the confusion between quote and
quotation. I may have to give up on this one
because 1 find it even in my textbooks. But I
think quote is the verb and quotation is the noun.
Using quote as the noun sounds to me like "1 got
an invite" or "She performed a recite."

R is for rhetoric, which used to be a good word,
originally meaning "the art of persuasion." When
I teach writing, I'm teaching the various patterns
that enable writers to persuade readers. I'm sorry
rhetoric now means "the party line" or "insincere,
exaggerated expression."
My bumper sticker, which came with a text
book, says, "Support your local rhetorician." I
had forgotten 1 had it, when during an election

campaign, my daughter asked me what rhetoric
is. I told her,"Oh, rhetoric is terrible, insincere,

W is for worth, which is used backwards now.For

dishonest language that politicians use to mis
lead us." She said,"Why do you have it on your
bumper sticker?" Even I had forgotten the good

instead of "It was worth all your trouble." And

meaning.

collect: "The Lord Mayor looked grand in his

S is for saving, as in daylight saving time. It is the
saving of daylight. When we talk about a saving,
it is singular, not savings. We effect an energy
saving, not savings. We may have plural savings,
but not with the singular article a or an.
But do add s when you should. Don't call
someone a plastic expert; that mean he's spine
less; call him a plastics expert.

T is for typos. My latest favorites are
demonlition for demolition, ultraviolent,
celebrate for calibrate, stain and stresses for

strain and stresses, pubic relations for public
relations and the marital arts, for martial arts.

Nothing as bad as my old favorite from a
grocery ad promoting green garbage instead
of cabbage.

U is for unique, which means"one of a kind" and

so should not have a "very" or "most" with it. It is
part of the absolute family:perfect, complete, dead.
U is also for up. We commonly say end up,
warm up, wind up, meet up, firm up, head up;
one speaker even mentioned rising up in the
morning! That sounds like a revolution. Of
course, all we need is end the conversation,
warm the dinner, wind the clock, meet a friend,

head the committee, rise in the morning. One
good up, though, refers to surf, and to comput
ers. I just heard of my first up computer; I had
always before heard only of down ones.

example, I hear, "All your trouble was worth it"
W is for wrong words, which are the most fun to
robes and refinery", and "The railroad needs
more capitol to keep from going downhill." Have
you heard of the dictionary,"Miriam Webster's?"
Or a "high school principle"?

X is for X-ray because everyone has a different
mle about its capitals and hyphens.

Y is for...you know you'd be disappointed if I
didn't complain about "you know." I can stand
an occasional instance, because it's just another
way of saying "of course" and telling the listener
that you know he knows, but I don't like it in
every sentence.

Worse than "you know" is the impersonal
"you" that is gaining popularity because we
think the impersonal "one" is stuffy. For ex
ample, "I had a pain in the neck, the kind you
get when you listen to a speaker too long." Or
did you hear Crippen, the space shuttler: "Go
ing backwards upside-down doesn't bother you
at all." Oh?

Z is for zip and zilch. 1 prefer good old zero or
nothing.

Now I'd like to start all over and share my favorite
things in life, buf I haven't compiled a whole alphabet of
them yet, so here are only three: A is for an attentive

V is for verbs made from nouns. For example, we

audience, E is for erasable ink and Y is for all of you who
care about language. Q

target something new every day, and we ask,

"Which part of the program does this budget cut
impact?" And V is for verbal, when people think
it means spoken. Verbal means "with words." If
you mean "a battle with words instead of fists or
weapons," verbal is correct, but if you mean that
you left spoken and written instructions, verbal
may mean either. If you mean spoken, say spoken

Barbara R. DuBois, a former member of El Club Amistad y
Cultura 2113-23 in Los Alamos, New Mexico, is a retired
university English teacher.

or oral.
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VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE SPEAKER!
■ Toastmasters International wants your opinion on who you

CRITERIA GOVERNING NOMINATION. Nominees will be

consider to be the five best public speakers in the world today.

selected based on their notoriety for achievements or

We're attempting to select and publicly honor Five Outstanding

contributions in the following areas:
1. Degree to which a person's success in any given field can be

Speakers; one each from five specific categories: Commerce
and Industry; Government; Inspirational or Motivational;
Educational or Social; and Mass Media. By recognizing
individuals for their communication skills, we hope to create
greater public interest in, and understanding of, the art of
speecbmaking. Furthermore, the promotion of this list of

well-known orators will serve to strengthen the image of
Toastmasters International as a world leader in public speaking,
communication and leadership.
You are invited to fill in the nomination form below and send

attributed to his or her communication skills.

2. Amount of influence on public opinion.
3. Demonstration of leadership in any given field.
4. Service to the community, state or nation.
5. Commitment to a cause, product, idea or business.
6. Ability to affect change.
7. Dedication to improving the lives of others.

JUDGING CRITERIA.The nominees'abilities as "outstanding
speakers" will be evaluated in terms of message and delivery.
A great speaker has "something to say," so factors such as

importance, timeliness and relevance of the message to the
audience will be considered.

it, or a copy of it, to World Headquarters. The Board of Directors

will review the nominations and select the Five Outstanding
Speakers. The final list of names will be published in this maga
zine and distributed via press releases to the media.

Please note:

• Members or employees of Toastmasters International are
not eligible for nomination.
• All entries must be postmarked before Dec. 31, 1991.

OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS BALLOT
You may nominate only one person per category. Feel free to use extra
paper if you run out of space. PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY:

I think this person is an Outstanding Speaker because.

1. Commerce and Industry
Nominee's name and title
4. Educational or Social

Where and how to contact this person.
I think this person is an Outstanding Speaker because _

Nominee's name and title

Where and how to contact this person.
I think this person is an Outstanding Speaker because

2. Government
Nominee's name and title
5. Mass Media

Where and how to contact this person.
I think this person is an Outstanding Speaker because _

Nominee's name and title

Where and how to contact this person.
I think this person is an Outstanding Speaker because.

3. Inspirational or Motivational
Nominee's name and title

Where and how to contact this person.

Submitted by:

Please mail this form by December 31, 1991 to:

Toastmasters Intemational, P.O. Box 9052, Mission Viejo, CA 92690
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Richard Stacey, 5231-70

Greater Fairmont, 2773-13

Dauphin, 2991 -64
Postprandial, 3259-65
Waitemota, 2017-72

Brussels, 3286-U

Stuttgart International, 3658-U
Kochina, 1473-3
Checker Flog, 2007-11
Panama City, 531-29
Comm. Christians West, 265-30
Parklcwn, 502-36

Ian Jones, 309-71

Aesops Fablers, 2591 -39
Huber Heights, 1740-40

Philip Anthony Bowles, 309-71
Barbara Hartigam, 5342-71

Caterpillar Employees, 79-54

Audrey J. Longlitz, 1931-53

T. V. Collins, 1679-72

Kay De Long, 4507-53
David G. Nelson, 127-54
Michael R. Henenfent, 4951-54
Linda J. Hutchins, 6104-54

Roweno Hutton, 1821-72

Thames, 700-72
Lower Waikato, 3157-72

Lewis Witherell Trout, 988-52
Donna M. Armbrister, 2900-52
Dave Einhorn, 3567-52
Ray Winston, 5282-52

Noel Williams, 7577-70

Murray Hunter, 2782-72
Scott Mason, 3157-72

Dave Stonyer, 3839-72

Ross, 3912-40

15 years
Paris, 3230-U

Mission Viejo, 691-F

Ann S. Maliski, 5762-30

Donald S. Cogan, 43-56

Steve Newby,6336-72

Jeffrey W.Taylor, 5988-30
Mattie Hough, 2467-31

Mustafa Ahmed,877-56
Erica L. Larkin, 1763-56
Jack Skinner, 1973-56

Desmond Lance Mortimer, 1050-73

Grogon Green Valley, 3582-3

Deborah Patricia Reynolds, 5389-73

Georgia State, 3494-14
Sunflower, 2666-22
Bumble Bees, 2974-23

Sarah James, 2467-31
Carmen C. Lowe, 4882-31

Bo Kelly, 2207-56

Raymond Valvano, 6387-31

Donald V. Jackson, 3393-56
Russell Hickerson, 3914-56

Elaine Morrell, 2029-32
Mollie R. Woolstenhulme, 4522-32

Gary D. Walker, 270-33
Donna L. Mllcarek, 2462-33
Mary Coon, 3254-33
Richard Minnear, 3254-33
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Thomas Boon, 6700-73

Edward Eley, 4795-74
Rina Eley, 4795-74
Arie W. Wernas, 3128-75

Green Light, 886-27
Speakeasy, 642-29

Patricia Brams, 4539-56

Teresita R. Navales, 4768-75

Delta, 3372-39

Syed S. Zafar, 4946-56
Varadaraj Elango, 4973-56
Larry Kluger, 452-57

Elisa W. Toy, 4933-75

Revenuers, 3847-43

Marie Dinah S. Tolentino, 4933-75
Othello V. Enoveso, 4933-75
Portia D. Dacalos, 5406-75

Mutual Benefit Life, 2616-46
South Ridge, 2084-47

James R. Ogren, 2452-57

Waterford, 3794-71

10 years
Electic Dialectics, 3828-F
Long Beach Remarkables, 1307-1
Unity Centennial, 67-2
Sea-Masters, 4739-2
ESL, 4398-4
VAMX.,3334-6

Cir. City Communicators, 1947-11
Toostmosters Oasis, 4397-12
FIretower, 3878-17

Glasgow, 4396-17
GPC-KFI, 4737-19

Delta, 1924-21
Overland, 1938-21
Noon Express, 2008-25
Riverside, 4734-29
McGaw Pork, 1654-30
Demosthenians, 3625-31
Boston West, 4735-31

Sontc Ynez Valley, 80-33
Rocketeers, 4399-33
Campers Toastmasters, 4736-33
Sunrise Speakers, 1449-39

Bennelong, 3289-70
Toukley and District, 4394-70

Phase II, 7810-18

Hanover, Maryland

Achievers, 8391-42
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada

Sussex, 8423-18

Prime Timers, 8393-42

Seaford, Delaware
Perry, 7769-19
Perry, Iowa
Carrington, 8415-20

Carrington, North Dakota
Northern Lights, 8432-20

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
Chaleur, 7750-45
Bathurst, N.B., Canada
Janssen Pharmoceutica, 7801-46
Piscataway, New Jersey
State Form Claims, 8412-46

Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota

Rutherford, New Jersey

Doug & Katherine Couto in memory of

Birdcage, 8394-21

SunBank,7775-47
Ft. Louderdale, Florida
Gateway, 7791-47

Julie Petersen in memory of Ann Gold,

Victoria, B.C., Canada
Eds, 5853-22
Overland Park, Kansas
Raton, 7752-23
Raton, New Mexico
TNT,7796-23

El Poso, Texas
Lunch Bunch, 7803-23

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Highwaymen,8385-24
Omaha, Nebraska
Old Mill Orators, 8421-24
Omaha, Nebraska

Pork Cities Soaring Eagles, 7777-25

Austin, Texas

MTC/Donaldson, 7755-58
Greenville, South Carolina
LMC,7784-58

West Columbia, South Carolina
Fluor Daniel, 7785-58
Greenville, South Carolina

High Tide, 8403-58

Arlington, Texas
Talking Blues, 4418-26

Surfside Beach, South Carolina
aM-h, 7773-62

Premium, 8429-27

Toastmaster Juvenil Careintra, 8425-U

Eastern Shore, 8422-29
Daphne, Alambama
Boston Speech Party, 8387-31
Boston, Massachusetts

Anglovaal, 7740-74
Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa

ADP,8418-31

UNIDATA, 7779-74

Waltham, Massachusetts
Rumney Marsh, 8431-31
Revere, Massachusetts
Kaweah, 7783-33
Visalia, California

Johannesburg,7VL,RepublicofSouth Africa
Breede River Valley, 8417-74

Friday Night Live, 7792-33

Palawan Peacock, 7809-75

Bakersfield, California

Puerto Princeso City, Philippines

H Squared,6423-4

ULLICO, 7753-36

Washington, D.C.

TC 3, 7805-6

Bloomington, Minnesota
Rivermasters, 7760-7

Estacada, Oregon
Siuslaw Tale Spinners, 8430-7
Florence, Oregon
Franklin County, 2933-8
Union, Missouri

Timken Research, 7795-10
Canton, Ohio
Biythe, 8396-12

PAHO/WHO,7765-36

Washington, D.C.
Talkative Neighbors, 7771-36
Silver Spring, Maryland
Capitol Centre, 7807-36
Landover, Maryland
IMF, 7808-36

Washington, D.C.
Wake Up, 3095-37
Raleigh, North Carolina
Grover Industries, 7762-37
Grover, North Carolina

Biythe, California

Horleysville Insurance Company,7768-38
Harleysville, Pennsylvania

Amercord Vocal Cords, 8389-14

Sunrise, 8388-38

Lumber City, Georgia
Unity Speakers, 7799-14
Chamblee, Georgia

Allentown, Pennsylvania

T-Toasters, 7804-14

Marietta, Georgia
NT Communicators, 7814-14

Stone Mountain, Georgia

Jansen

Frank Slane in memory of Suzy Gormley
Cavett Robert, Inc.
Professional Secretaries (On behalf of
Gino Cook and Lisa Wolf)

memory of E. Philip Robinson
Intersil Chipsters Club 6152-4

Aguascalientes, 8384-U
Aguascolientes, Mexico

San Jose, California
Checkmasters, 7756-6
Shoreview, Minnesota

Garland

Kazuhiro Nomura, CTM
Suzanne Mitchell in honor of Leonne

Bismarck Toastmasters CLub 717-20 in

Washington, D.C.

Phoenix, Arizona

Gold, DTM
Cheryl Y. Chen
Peter Garland in memory of Thomas V.

Healthy City, 8382-72

Lima, Peru

Los Angeles, California
Power Speakers, 7798-3

DTM

Manukau, New Zealand

EPA Breakfast, 8428-27

Talebearers, 8426-1

DTM

Philadelphia First Toastmasters Club 541*
38 in merrx^ry of Piera S. Solender, CTM
Dorval City Toastmasters Club 5600-61

Translex Maranga International, 5922*U

Long Beach, California

Ann Gold, DTM

Nashville, Tennessee
Old Point Comfort, 8413-66
Fort Monroe, Virginia
Fisk/Conol, 8392-68
New Orleans, Louisiana
Society, 7811-71
Dublin, Ireland

NRCC,8397-27

Aeromasters, 8424-1

DTM

Flint, Michigan
Nashville Triangle, 7767-63

NEW CLUBS

Guadalajara, Mexico
Fountain Valley Free Speakers, 7766-F
Fountain Valley, California
Hyundai High Beams, 8409-F
Fountain Valley, California

Frank Slane in memory of Jim Mulholland
Patricia D. Kirk in memory of Ann Gold,

Kathie Sparks in memory ofAnn Gold,DTM
Mary Clare Haven in memory of Ann

JJMI Nooners, 7789-25

Washington, D.C.

TJ. Neal

Austintatious, 7757-56
Austin, Texas
Continuum, 7774-56

Sinulog, 2395-75

Washington, D.C.

Parker

John E. Fisher, DTM

Robert Glaze in memory of Ann Gold,DTM
Beth MocArthur in memory of Ann Gold,

Dallas, Texas

Air Force Academy,8404-26
Colorado Springs, Colorado

G.L. Walker in memory of Bob Parker
Celine M. Graham in memory of bch

St. Petersburg, Florida
Harris Rockledge, 8383-47
Rockledge, Florida

Mornington, 4738-73

Boulder, Colorado

Judith Glover

Worcester, South Africa
ANTS, 7794-75

Antipolo Rizal, Philippines

RALPH C. SMEDLEY

MEMORIAL FUND

The Dr. Ralph C. Smedley
Memorial Fund provides the
opportunity to contribute to re
search and development of new
communication and leadership
programs for the benefit of our
membership and the people
served by our organization.
Donation will regularly be ac
knowledged in the Hall of Fame.

CONTRIBUTING CLUBS

Bavarian Club Enzian in memory of Bob
Porker

Ameritas Toastmasters Club 6169-24 in

memory of Ann Gold, DTM
Governors Club of District6 in memory of
N. William HamIin

NPPD Toastmasters in memory of Ann
Gold, DTM

Blue Ah Busters Club 6757-24 in memory
of Ann Gold, DTM

Hutt Valley Toastmasters Club 3839-72
Serendipity Toastmasters Club 5091-39
Bayou Pierre Toastmasters Club 2485 in
honor of Truman Thomas

Tulsa Club 148-16 in memory of Jim
Mulholland

ASSOCIATES
Robert O. Clark

Capital Toastmasters Club 2722-61
in memory of John Rowlings, ATM
Bytown Toastmasters Club 5789-61 .
in memory of John Rowlings, ATM
Matthew B. Winthrop
Fairview Toastmasters Club 969-24

in memory of Ann Gold, DTM
Burt and Marie Epstein

Burnt Toast, 7763-40

Cincinnati, Ohio
Thoroughbred, 7772-40

CONTRIBUTORS

Lexington, Kentucky
Speakers' Pipeline, 7802-42
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Bruce Trippet in memory of Bill Hamlin
Daniel R. Field in memory of Bob Parker
Edward Lee Gonzaque, DTM

BENEFACTORS

Veterans Federation of the Philippines
Colonel Simeon C. Medalla, Ph.D.
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Success/Leadership programs offer opportunities for the
development of skills in many areas.
Use them as training programs, community service

Modules contain coordinator's guide, notebooks and
completion certificates. Some contain overhead transparencies
and handouts.

workshops or educational programs in clubs.

These modules are now available:

LEADERSHIP PART I:

THE ART OF EFFECTIVE

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE

EVALUATION (251). Teaches you the
finer points of offering constructive

LEADERS (255). Learn to be a leader

criticism. For 20 participants.

and inspire and motivate participants
to achieve their goals. For 10

m

participants.

BUILDING YOUR THINKING

PO\^ER,PART I:

MENTAL FLEXIBILITY (253).
Become a better Ustener, a keener
observer, and a more effective

LEADERSHff PART H:

DEmOPING YOUR LEADERSHH'

SKH.I.S (256). Help people to function
productively and deliver quality
performance. For 10 participants.

problem-solver. For 20 participants.
BUILDING YOUR THLNiaNG

SPEECHCRAFT (205). Eight-session

POWER,PART H:

program is a great membership
builder for your club! For 5

THE POWER OF IDEAS (254).

participants.

For 20 participants.

HOW TO CONDUCT PRODUCTIVE MEETINGS (236). Techniques and

dynamics for conducting meetings for any group. For 8 participants.

Become an effective idea producer.

FROM SPEAKER TO TRAINER (257). Learn how to develop and present
training programs. For 10 participants.
IMPROVING YOUR MANAGEMENT SKILLS (259). Team how to become a

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE LN ACTION (237).1^ how to effectively

lead and participate in parliamentary discussions. For 10 participants.
HOW TO USTEN EFFECTIVELY (242). Develop skills for receiving,
organizing and interpreting what has been said. For 10 participants.

ORDER THESE MODULES TODAY!

Mail to:TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL,P.O. Box 9052,Mission Viejo,CA 92690,U.S.A., or telephone(7X4)858-8255.
Use this fonn to order the complete module packages. Additional components for each
program are available through the Toastmasters Supply Catalog.
255
256
205
236
237
242
251

Leadership Part 1 @ $58.00
Leadership Part II @ $38.00
Speechcraft @ $13.50
How to Conduct Productive Meetings @ 38.00
Parliamentary Procedure In .Action @ $25.00
How to Usten Effectively @ $12.00
The .Art of Effective Evaluation @ $30.00

253
254
257
259

Building Your Thinking Power, Part 1 @ $35.00
Building Your Thinking Power, Part II @ $35.00
From Speaker to Trainer @ $45 00
Improving Your Management Skills @ $42.00

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANT ORDER

_(U.S.)

□ Enclosed Is mv check in the amount of $_

□ Please bill against my MasterCard / VISA (ciRCiX o.nt)
Credit Card No..

Exp. Dale _

Signalure_

Name.

QubNo..

. District No..

Address.

.Add $4.00 postage and handling for each program inside the United Stales or $5.00 for
shipment to Canada, Mexico, and other countries (surface mail). Airmail extra. Where
post^e exceeds postage and handling, customer will be billed for the excess. California

City_

residents add 7Vi% sales tax. Prices subject to change.

Country.

. State/Province .

. Zip Code -

